Little is known about the risk of non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) in nonsmokers who are exposed to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS). Previous research on NHL and ETS has not included men or examined doses of ETS exposure during childhood. The Cancer Prevention Study II Nutrition Cohort collected information on smoking habits and exposure to ETS during childhood and adulthood. Among 61,326 never-smoking men and women, 884 incident cases of NHL were identified between 1992 and 2009. Multivariable-adjusted relative risks and 95% confidence intervals were calculated using Cox proportional hazards regression to identify associations between ETS and NHL risk. Compared with no exposure to ETS as a child or an adult, childhood and/or adult ETS exposure was not associated with NHL overall. There was a positive association between the number of smokers in the house as a child (P for trend = 0.05) and exposure to 6 or more hours per week of ETS as an adult (relative risk = 2.37, 95% confidence interval: 1.12, 5.04) with follicular lymphoma risk. Adult ETS exposure was associated with a lower risk of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (relative risk = 0.68, 95% confidence interval: 0.48, 0.97). This study suggests that adult and childhood ETS exposure may affect the risk of NHL, and that the associations differ by histological subtype.
Tobacco smoke is a known human carcinogen for at least 15 different cancer sites (1) . Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), or secondhand smoke, consists of both the smoke exhaled by smokers, as well as the sidestream smoke produced by the burning cigarette. This type of smoke contains the same carcinogenic compounds inhaled during active smoking and is an established risk factor for lung cancer (2) .
Although active smoking has not been consistently associated with the risk of non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) overall, there is growing evidence of an association with risk of the follicular lymphoma subtype, particularly in women (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Recently, a large prospective study of never-smoking female California teachers showed a 50% higher risk of NHL and a nearly 3-fold higher risk of follicular lymphoma among women exposed to ETS for 40 or more years compared with those exposed for 5 years or less (10) . However, no research on ETS and the risk of NHL has included men or examined dose-response associations of ETS exposure in childhood. Further research is needed to clarify possible associations between ETS and the risk of NHL subtypes in studies that include men.
The American Cancer Society's Cancer Prevention Study II (CPS-II) Nutrition Cohort is a large nationwide prospective study of both men and women that includes more than 60,000 never smokers. Information on intensity of adult ETS exposure, as well as intensity and duration of childhood ETS exposure was collected from participants in this cohort. This information was used to examine the associations of childhood and adult exposure to ETS with NHL and its subtypes.
METHODS

Study population
Subjects in this analysis were selected from the CPS-II Nutrition Cohort, a prospective study of cancer incidence and death in 184,187 men and women from the United States, described in detail elsewhere (11) . Briefly, the Nutrition Cohort is a subcohort of the approximately 1.2 million subjects in the CPS-II, a prospective mortality study established by the American Cancer Society in 1982. Participants in the larger study were recruited nationally and completed a 4-page questionnaire at enrollment. Subjects, who were primarily between the ages of 50 and 74 years in 1992, were recruited from 21 states with population-based state cancer registries to participate in the Nutrition Cohort. Participants completed a 10-page mailed questionnaire that included information on demographic, medical, behavioral, environmental, occupational, and dietary factors. Follow-up questionnaires were sent to cohort members every 2 years beginning in 1997 to ascertain cancer diagnoses. Responses to all surveys were received from at least 87% of living participants after multiple mailings. The current study encompasses follow-up through June 2009. All aspects of the CPS-II Nutrition Cohort Study have been approved by the Emory University institutional review board (Atlanta, Georgia).
These analyses excluded subjects from the CPS-II Nutrition Cohort who were lost to follow-up (n = 6,251); reported a personal history of cancer other than nonmelanoma skin cancer at baseline in 1992 (n = 22,863); reported ever smoking 100 or more cigarettes or reported ever smoking pipes or cigars (n = 92,769); were missing information on childhood or adult exposure to ETS in 1992 (n = 953); or reported a diagnosis of a hematopoietic cancer in the first survey interval that could not be verified (n = 25). The final analytical cohort included 61,326 men and women who had never smoked.
Measures of childhood ETS exposure
In 1992, subjects were asked, "During the period from birth to age 18, did you ever live for more than 1 year with someone who smoked on a daily basis? (no, yes)." Subjects who answered "yes" to this question were asked "For how many years? (1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, 13-15, or 16-18 years)," and "Was this usually . . . (One, two, or more than two persons)." To be included in the analytical cohort, subjects were required to have answered at least 1 of the 3 questions. Subjects who answered "yes" to the first question or who provided a valid response to the number of years or number of persons were considered exposed to ETS in childhood.
Measures of adult ETS exposure
In 1982, participants were asked, "Whether or not you smoke, on the average, how many hours a day are you exposed to cigarette smoke of others?" followed by write-in responses for "at home," "at work," and "in other areas." Subjects with missing values were assumed to be unexposed, because there were no instructions to enter "0" if not exposed. Values from the 3 location responses were summed to determine total hours per day of ETS exposure in 1982, and subjects who had values greater than 0 hours per day of exposure were considered to have past adult ETS exposure.
In 1992, participants were asked the question, "Whether or not you smoke, about how many hours per week are you currently exposed to the smoke of others . . .," followed by 2-digit write-in answers for "at home (hours/week)" and "in other places (hours/week)" and were asked to enter "0" if unexposed. To be included in the analytical cohort, subjects were required to have answered at least 1 of the questions with a value of 0 or greater. Values from the 2 responses were summed to determine total hours per week of ETS exposure in 1992, and subjects who had values greater than 0 hours per week of exposure were considered currently exposed to ETS as an adult.
Case ascertainment
This analysis includes 884 subjects with NHL diagnosed between the date of enrollment and June 30, 2009. The majority of cases (n = 668) were identified by self-report of NHL on follow-up surveys and subsequently verified by medical record abstraction or linkage with state cancer registries. There were 15 cases identified through self-report of another cancer, which were subsequently verified as NHL during medical record abstraction or linkage with state cancer registries. An additional 201 cases were identified as NHL through automated linkage of the entire cohort with the National Death Index; 72% of these were subsequently verified by linkage with the state cancer registries.
Histological subtypes were defined using the InterLymph Pathology Working Group guidelines (12) , based on the 2008 revised World Health Organization classification of tumors of hematopoietic and lymphoid tissues (13) . Using the International Classification of Disease for Oncology, Second Edition and Third Edition, the subtypes were classified as 22% diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), 22% chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lymphoma (CLL/ SLL), 12% follicular lymphoma, 17% multiple myeloma, 20% other B/T-cell NHL, and 7% unknown subtype.
Statistical analyses
Childhood, past adult, and current adult ETS measurements were combined to create a measure of any ETS exposure (no, yes), and a mutually exclusive childhood or adult ETS exposure variable (no exposure, childhood only, adult only, childhood and adult). Subjects reporting no childhood or adult ETS exposure were used as the reference group in all analyses. Childhood ETS exposure was further examined as any childhood exposure (no, yes), years living with a smoker (<10, 10-15, 16-18 years), and number of smokers in the household (1, ≥2). Adult ETS exposure was examined as any adult exposure (no, yes), status ( past, current), location of exposure including household (no, yes) or other location (no, yes), and as tertiles of the total hours of exposure/week (1, 2-5, ≥6 hours/week). Descriptive statistics were calculated using distributions of categorical variables and means of continuous variables.
Person-years of follow-up for each participant were calculated as the amount of time from completion of the CPS-II Nutrition Cohort questionnaire in 1992/1993 to the date of 1) diagnosis of NHL; 2) a questionnaire reporting cancer other than NHL; 3) death occurring between the last returned survey and the next mailed survey; 4) return of the last questionnaire; 5) the last questionnaire on which the participant was known to be cancer free if they reported a hematopoietic cancer that could not be verified; or 6) the first questionnaire on which a participant reported a history of active smoking. Cox proportional hazards regression (14) was used to compute multivariable adjusted rate ratios and 95% confidence intervals for the association between ETS variables and NHL, as well as NHL subtype incidence. All models were stratified on age and additionally adjusted for sex (male, female), race (white, other), education (high school or less, some college, college graduate), family history of hematopoietic cancer (no, yes), body mass index (weight (kg)/height (m)
2 ) (<25.00, 25.00-29.9, ≥30.00), height (sex-specific quintiles), physical activity (0, 0.1-17.4, ≥17.5 metabolic equivalents of energy in hours/week), alcohol use (nondrinker or <1 or ≥1 drinks/day, or missing data), hormone replacement therapy (no use, estrogen only, combined estrogen and progesterone only, mixed use/other use/missing data), and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug use (never, former, current, missing data). Models adjusted for age and sex were similar to multivariable models. Statistical tests of linear trend were calculated using a continuous ordinal variable indicating a 1-unit change per category with and without the referent group of no exposure. All P values are 2-sided.
Several sensitivity analyses were conducted. To reduce confounding by adult ETS exposure, we ran models of childhood ETS exposure excluding subjects with any current adult exposure to ETS. Similarly, models of adult ETS exposure were run excluding subjects reporting any childhood ETS exposure. To evaluate the effect of missing ETS data in 1982, we ran models incorporating only 1992 ETS data. Models were also run separately by sex. All analyses were performed using SAS, version 9.2, software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina).
RESULTS
In this study of never smoking men and women, only 16% of subjects reported no exposure to ETS as children or adults, whereas 53% lived with at least 1 smoker as children, and 70% reported either past or current adult exposure to ETS (Table 1) . Subjects reporting no exposure to ETS were slightly older, less obese, drank less alcohol, and were less likely to use nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs than subjects reporting any exposure to ETS. Those exposed to ETS both as children and as adults were younger, more obese, drank the most alcohol, and were most likely to use nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs than other subjects. Subjects with any ETS exposure in childhood had the least education. Subjects whose only ETS exposure was in childhood were more likely to be women, whereas subjects exposed only as adults included a higher proportion of men. Other risk factors were generally similarly distributed among ETS exposure groups. Among subjects who lived with smokers as children, most reported living with only 1 smoker and lived with a smoker during the duration of childhood (for 16-18 years). Approximately half of the subjects exposed to ETS in adulthood had current exposure at baseline, and the other half reported past adult exposure only. Subjects exposed to ETS as adults had more current hours per week of exposure and were more likely to be exposed at home if they reported exposure in childhood as well.
There was no association between any of the ETS exposure variables and the risk of NHL overall (Table 2) . However, any ETS exposure and exposure in both childhood and adulthood were associated with a higher risk of follicular lymphoma, although not significantly. Conversely, any ETS exposure and ETS exposure only in adulthood were significantly inversely associated with the risk of DLBCL. ETS exposure was not associated with the risk of CLL/SLL or multiple myeloma. Results were similar by sex (Web Table 1 available at http://aje.oxfordjournals.org/).
Results of analyses for childhood ETS exposure in relation to NHL overall and NHL subtypes are shown in Table 3 . Any childhood exposure was associated with a borderline higher risk of follicular lymphoma with evidence of a positive trend for the number of smokers in the childhood household (P for trend with reference = 0.05; P for trend without reference = 0.69). Conversely, for any childhood ETS exposure compared with no childhood or adult exposure, there was a nonsignificant lower risk of DLBCL (relative risk = 0.72, 95% confidence interval: 0.50, 1.04). There was a significantly lower risk of DLBCL among subjects living with a smoker for 16-18 years during childhood compared with those with no ETS exposure. In sensitivity analyses excluding subjects with any adult ETS exposure (not shown), the relative risks were similar to those shown in Table 3 . There were no associations of childhood ETS exposure with the risk of NHL overall, CLL/SLL, or multiple myeloma.
Results of analyses for adult ETS exposure are shown in Table 4 . Current ETS exposure and household exposure were positively associated with the risk of follicular lymphoma. Additionally, there was evidence of a dose-response relationship between hours per week of ETS exposure and risk (P for trend with reference = 0.03; P for trend without reference = 0.26) with nearly 2.4-fold higher risk for 6 or more hours per week. Compared with no ETS exposure, any adult ETS exposure, current exposure, and exposure outside the home were associated with a statistically significantly lower risk of DLBCL. In sensitivity analyses excluding subjects with any childhood ETS exposure (not shown), relative risks were similar to those in Table 4 . Exposure to ETS as an adult was not associated with risk of NHL overall, CLL/SLL, or multiple myeloma.
DISCUSSION
This large prospective study provided the opportunity to examine exposure to both childhood and adult ETS in relation to risk of NHL overall and NHL subtypes among never smokers. The evidence for a positive association between ETS exposure and risk of follicular lymphoma was supported by a statistically significant linear trend for the number of smokers in the house during childhood, as well as for the
number of hours per week of current ETS exposure during adulthood. For DLBCL, current ETS exposure was associated with lower risk, although there were no dose-response relationships with the intensity of childhood exposure or the intensity of current adult exposure. NHL overall, CLL/ SLL, and multiple myeloma were not associated with ETS, nor were there differences by sex.
In the California Teachers Study (CTS) (10), the only other study to examine ETS and NHL subtypes, positive associations of childhood and adult ETS exposure with risk of follicular lymphoma were similar to those found in our study. The linear dose-response relationships for both greater intensity and duration of ETS exposure were also similar in both studies. It is notable that the intensity of exposure was measured qualitatively in the CTS (a little, fairly, very smoky) compared with the quantitative measure used in the CPS-II (hours/week), yet the results remained consistent. The similar results using 2 different measures of exposure provide support for the validity of the observed dose-response associations with follicular lymphoma. The greater proportion of follicular cases and stronger ETS and follicular lymphoma association in the CTS are likely driving the overall NHL association in the CTS, which was not observed in the CPS-II. The association between ETS and follicular lymphoma observed in the CTS and in our study is supported by accumulating evidence of an association with active cigarette smoking in women (5, 7, 10, 15) , although results from studies of active smoking and the risk of follicular lymphoma in men and women combined are inconsistent (4, (16) (17) (18) . In this study, data were limited to detect meaningful differences by sex. It has been suggested that inconsistency in the active smoking and follicular lymphoma association across studies might be due to confounding by ETS among never smokers (10) . However, in a previous analysis of the CPS-II, ETS did not confound the association between active smoking and follicular lymphoma (5) . The prospective studies of active smoking and follicular lymphoma in women have shown a 2-fold higher risk for current smokers compared with never smokers (5, 7, 10, 15) , which is similar to that found for ETS exposure in childhood and adulthood. This finding is initially surprising given the lower carcinogenic dose inhaled from ETS compared with that from active smoking (2). However, the reference groups in ETS studies comprise never smokers unexposed to ETS, whereas never smokers in most active smoking studies include those with exposure to ETS (84% of CPS-II never smokers). If ETS exposure actually increases the rate of follicular lymphoma, then the reference rate is lower in studies of ETS than in studies of active smoking, making a doubling of relative risk in both studies possible. A second possibility is that subjects exposed to ETS as both children and adults have been exposed to ETS for a longer duration and at potentially more vulnerable ages compared with those exposed to active smoking, perhaps explaining relative risks similar to those of active smoking. Similar to those of our study, results of the CTS also showed an inverse association, albeit not statistically significant, between adult ETS exposure and the risk of DLBCL (10) . In previous analyses of the CPS-II and in several other prospective cohort studies, current smokers had a lower risk of DLBCL compared with never smokers (4, 5, 7, 18) . However, among all of those studies, there was no dose-response relationship, suggesting that there may be another factor associated with ETS exposure that reduces the risk of DLBCL. Taken together, neither the ETS nor the active smoking literature provides particularly strong evidence for an association of tobacco smoke with lower risk of DLBCL.
Although the carcinogenic dose from ETS is lower than that from active smoking (2), ETS is considered a human carcinogen (1) . ETS is made up primarily of unfiltered sidestream smoke produced from the end of the smoldering cigarette. The concentrations of some compounds in sidestream smoke can be up to 10 times greater than those in mainstream smoke (i.e., exhaled smoke) (2) . Studies in mice have shown condensates from sidestream smoke to be significantly more carcinogenic than condensates from mainstream smoke (2) . There are several biologically plausible mechanisms that may explain an association between ETS and NHL. In a recent commentary (19) , many of the proposed mechanisms related to smoking were discussed, including the presence of multiple known chemical carcinogens in tobacco smoke, the increased occurrence of t(14;18) chromosomal translocations in the peripheral blood of smokers, and possible detrimental effects of tobacco smoke on the immune system. Children are particularly vulnerable to toxins like ETS because of greater exposure relative to body weight and immature metabolism pathways (20) . It is possible that the opposing associations of ETS with follicular lymphoma and DLBCL are related. ETS could preferentially increase the risk of follicular lymphoma by initiating t(14;18) translocations, which are present in 90% of follicular lymphomas and in only 20%-30% of DLBCLs (13) . If follicular lymphoma and DLBCL arise through a common molecular pathway, an increase in t(14;18) translocations could result in both more cases of follicular lymphoma and fewer cases of DLBCL. Notably, 25%-35% of follicular lymphomas transform to DLBCL (13) , indicating that there is at least 1 shared pathway between the 2 subtypes. Alternatively, subjects with higher ETS exposure may access the health care system more often (because of other conditions, such as asthma) making them more likely to be diagnosed with follicular lymphoma before transformation to DLBCL, representing a diagnostic rather than a biological effect. Otherwise, ETS associations with follicular lymphoma and DLBCL may be independent or the result of chance.
The strengths of this study include its large prospective design, the ability to fully characterize never smokers, and dose measurements of both childhood and adult ETS exposures. The large size of the CPS-II Nutrition Cohort and 16 years of follow-up for incident cancer provided an adequate number of NHL cases to evaluate the risks of NHL subtypes in a never-smoking population. The prospective design reduces the possibility of recall bias based on disease status. The detailed questionnaires on active smoking history over follow-up ensured that the ETS and NHL relationship was not confounded by active smoking later in life. This is currently the only study that has published results on the duration and intensity of childhood ETS exposure. In addition, the quantitative measurement of adult exposure to hours per week of ETS allowed us to examine very small exposures to ETS and provided an alternative measure of intensity to that used in the CTS.
An important limitation of this study is the incomplete assessment of lifetime ETS exposure data. Although this study captures childhood exposure well, the adult ETS exposure is limited to the timing of baseline questionnaires in 1982 and 1992. The average ages of CPS-II Nutrition Cohort participants were 52 and 63 years at the times adult ETS exposure was measured; thus, early adult exposure was not captured. Childhood and adult ETS exposures are correlated, and it is possible that associations limited to childhood ETS may actually represent unmeasured early adult ETS exposure. It is likely that ETS exposure has changed for many subjects over time as a result of changes in living conditions, working conditions, and the advent of smoke-free air laws in public 992 Diver et al. ), physical activity, alcohol use, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory use, and hormone replacement therapy use.
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places. However, in both 1982 and 1992, complete smoking bans in public places were still uncommon (21) . Therefore, both adult measurements of ETS exposure are representative of a time prior to smoke-free air laws and are more representative of ETS in public places in early adulthood than later measurements would be. Missing data assumptions in 1982 may underestimate adult ETS exposure, although the results of sensitivity analyses using only 1992 data were similar. Importantly, the misclassification of adult ETS exposure should bias our results toward the null. Other limitations include residual confounding and the possibility of bias created by censoring.
In conclusion, our results are consistent with those in both the ETS and active smoking research that indicate a positive association between exposure to tobacco smoke and the risk of follicular lymphoma. Furthermore, childhood ETS exposure may contribute to this risk, although additional research is needed to confirm this association. If confirmed, these data have important implications for understanding possible longterm carcinogenic effects of tobacco smoke exposure in children, 58% of whom have measurable levels of tobacco smoke exposure in the United States (2). This study supports public smoking bans and other policies that reduce exposure to ETS.
